
 
 

 

THE MONOCAN COURSE 

Hole by Hole Description 

 
No. 1  Par 5 Black 570 Blue 545 White 512 Gold 419 Red 419 
This gentle dogleg-left, with bunkers on either side of the landing area, normally invites going for the green in 

two. It’s downhill, but the green is fronted by a crossing creek and surrounded by bunkers. 

 

No. 2 Par 4 Black 370 Blue 354 White 324 Gold 256 Red 256 
Another dogleg to the left, the fairway is absent of bunkering, the creek runs down the left side and severe 

mounding covers the right. The raised green complex features a wide, deep bunker across the front. 

 

No. 3 Par 4 Black 446 Blue 427 White 412 Gold 391 Red 337 
This dogleg-right requires length and accuracy to split the left fairway bunkers and trees that protect the corner 

of the fairway on the right. The long, humpy green has bunkers left and right. 

 

No. 4.  Par 4 Black 420 Blue 399 White 375 Gold 342 Red 342 
Straightaway and downhill from the tee, the landing area is flanked by bunkering left and mounding right.  The 

approach can be daunting to a well-bunkered green complex that tilts toward Lake Monocan on the right. 

 

No. 5 Par 3 Black 171 Blue 161 White 148 Gold 135 Red 111 
A gorgeous lakeside setting presents a full carry over the water to a “paw print” green complex with four 

bunkers and mounding that surround the smallish putting surface.  The wind can kick up on the lake, adding to 

the task.  

 

No. 6  Par 4 Black 373 Blue 364 White 354 Gold 328 Red 304 
With the Blue Ridge Mountains providing a beauty of a backdrop, tall timber looks down on a fairway bunker 

on the far left.  Often a short-iron approach, mounding on the left and bunkers on the right leave no room for 

error. 

 

No. 7 Par 4 Black 414  Blue 390 White 375 Gold 335 Red 335 
Straight and narrow off the tee, bunkers line the right of the landing area, with mounding on the left.  Often a 

short-iron approach to a big, rolling green slopes down from back to front, with bunkers bordering each side. 

 

No. 8 Par 3 Black 180 Blue 163 White 150 Gold 150 Red 126 
Surrounded by trees and lush vegetation, this hole plays slightly uphill.  A creek winds up the entire left side of 

the hole, beyond the green.  Fronted by two pot bunkers, the green is a small target, but only lightly sloped. 

 

No. 9 Par 5 Black 525 Blue 501 White 473 Gold 414 Red 414 
Intimidating off the tee, the hole starts through a chute of trees leading to the opening and elbow of this dogleg-

right.  Relatively flat, mounding lines the fairway to an undulating green that is flanked by several bunkers. 

 

 
Totals Par 36 Black 3469 Blue 3304 White 3123 Gold 2770 Red 2644 
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